Tracker Field Types

Tracker fields can be imagined as columns in a tracker table. (While the Tracker items are rows data.)

See: Adding fields to a tracker.

For definition list of names values for the fields (in case you need to do some advanced magic with them), please refer to the dev site overview.

Some of the field types have some more documentation including examples, etc:

Overview
Enable or disable what field types are available in Tiki

To Access
From the Trackers page, click the Field Types tab.

List via structure

- Action Tracker Field
- Articles Tracker Field
- Attachment Field
- Auto-Increment Field
- Category Tracker Field
- Checkbox Tracker Field
- Computed Tracker Field
- Currency Amount Tracker Field
- Date Tracker Fields
- Drop Down - Radio Tracker Field
- Duration Tracker field
- Dynamic items list
- Email Tracker Field
- Email folders Tracker Field
- Files Tracker Field
- Geographic feature Tracker Field
- Google Maps Tracker Field
- Header Tracker Field
- Icon Tracker Field
- Image Tracker Field
- In Group Field
- Items List and Item Link Tracker Fields
- Kaltura Tracker Field
- Language Tracker Field
- LDAP Tracker Field
- Location Tracker Field
- Mathematical Calculation Tracker Field
- Multiselect Tracker Field
- Numeric Tracker Field
- Rating Tracker Field
- Relations Tracker Field
- Selector Tracker Fields
  - Country Selector
  - Group selector
- IP selector
- Page selector
- User selector
- Show.t.o Tracker Field
- Stars Field
- Static Text Tracker Field
- Subscription Tracker Field
- System Tracker Field
- Tags Tracker Field
- Textarea Tracker Field
- Text Tracker Field
- Tiki Manager Tracker Field
- URL Tracker Field
- User Groups
- User Preference Field
- Webservice tracker field
- Wiki page tracker field

Here is the source code for all the tracker field types:
https://gitlab.com/tikiwiki/tiki/-/tree/master/lib/core/Tracker/Field

alias
TrackerFields | Tracker Fields | TrackerField | Tracker Field | Tracker Field Type